
LECTURE 4

MEASURING

EARTHQ UAKE SIZE



EARLY I DEAS

• Describe damage inflicted by earthquake

→→ "INTENSITY Scales"

                           

Always written with roman numerals (IV, VII, XI, etc.)
        Dynamic connection: Intensityshould express

ground acceleration
BUT...



Shortcomings of Intensity Scales

• Not directly related to earthquake
source

• Damage obviously distance-depen-
dent

• Needs population to report damage

• Affected by site response

Example of Intensity maps for
1886 Charleston, USA, earthquake.



EARTHQ UAKE MAGNITUDES

• An essentially empirical concept, intr-
oduced byRichter [1935], long before
any physical understanding of earth-
quake sources

• To this day, measurements have
remained largely ad hoc, especially at
short distances.

[Bolt, 1987]

→→ To this day,
measurements have
remained largely

ad hoc,

especially at
short distances.



PROGRESS in the 1940s

• Apply worldwide

• Try (!!) to justify theoretically

→→ Leads to first worldwide quantified
catalogue of earthquakes

"Seismicity of the Earth"

Gutenberg and Richter [1944; 1954]

B. Gutenberg, 1958



"MODERN" MA GNITUDES

Standardized at Prague meeting of the IUGG (1961)

• Use Body (P) Wav es to define short period magnitude,mb
around a period of 1 second

mb = log10
A

T
+ Q(∆; h)

• Use Surface (Rayleigh) wav eto define                   
"Long"-period magnitude,Ms, at T = 20 seconds

Ms = log10
A

T
+ 1. 66log10 ∆ + 3. 3

Still largely empirical; Constants not justified [Okal, 1989]

∆

h

Q(∆, h)



BODY-WAVE MAGNITUDE mb
From first-arriving wa ve trains (" P " W av es)

* Should be measured at period close to 1 second

Station CTA (Charter Towers, Queensland, Australia);∆ = 55°

• Remove instrument response

• Band-pass filter between 0.3 and 3 seconds

• Select window of 80 seconds duration aroundP wave

• Apply Body-wav eMagnitude formula

mb = log10
A

T
+ Q(∆; h) (A in microns)

mb = 7. 2mb = 7. 2

SUMATRA−ANDAMAN, 26 DEC 2004



SURFACE-WAVE MAGNITUDE Ms
From later Surface-wave train (" Rayleigh " W av es)
* Should be measured at Period of 20 seconds

Station CTA (Charter Towers, Queensland, Australia);∆ = 55°

• Remove instrument response

• Band-pass filter between 15 and 25 seconds

• Select window of 11 minutes duration around Rayleigh wav e

• Apply Surface-wav eMagnitude formula

Ms = log10
A

T
+ 1. 66log10 ∆ + 3. 3 (A in microns)

Ms = 8. 19Ms = 8. 19

SUMATRA−ANDAMAN, 26 DEC 2004



EARTHQ UAKES TAKE TIME T O OCCUR

• The larger the earthquake, the longer the source("Scaling Law").

• Measuring large earthquakes at small periods simply misses their true size.

• In the case of Sumatra, full size available only from normal modes.

mb Ms

TSUNAMITSUNAMI

GPS



EARTHQ UAKE SOURCE GEOMETRY

Fr om Single Force to Double-Couple

The physical representation of an earthquake source is a system of forces known as a
Double-Couple, the direction of the forces in each couple being the direction of slip
on the fault and the direction of the normal to the fault plane.

Mathematically, the system of forces is described by a
Second-Order Symmetric Deviatoric TENSOR

(3 angles and a scalar).

Single Force

Double Couple

Direction of Slip

Normal to the Fault

[Stein and Wysession, 2002]



SEISMIC MOMENT

The double-couple representing a seismic source is quanti-
fied through itsmoment, which represents the common
torque of the opposing couples.

It is a real physical quantity, called the seismic moment and
its expression is:

M0 = ∫Σ µ ∆u dS

whereµ is the rigidity of the medium,∆u the slip between
the fault walls at each point of the fault, and the integral is
taken over the surface of faulting.

In particular, for a rectangular fault of lengthL and
width W ,

M0 = µ ⋅ L W ⋅ ∆u

M0 is measured in dyn*cm (or N*m).

Note that Kanamori [1977] has introduced a so-called
"moment magnitude"Mw given by

Mw =
2

3


log10 M0 − 16. 1





The retrieval of the seismic momentM0 from seismological
data is a relatively complex procedure.

While the equations relating the double-couple to the
observable seismic wav eforms are indeed linear, they
involve not only the scalar momentM0, but rather the vari-
ous elements of the double-couple, which make up the com-
ponents of a

Second-Order Symmetric Deviatoric Tensor.

The inversion of these components is a difficult problem in
theoretical seismology, which requires, at the minimum, a
very large dataset.

This is why it may be interesting to develop and apply
methodologies which explore the low-frequency part of the
seismic spectrum, while at the same time keeping the con-
cept of a single number, namely the philosophy of a

magnitude scale.



TSUNAMI WARNING: THE CHALLENGE

• Upon detection of a teleseismic earthquake, assess in real-time
its tsunami potential.

• HINT: Tsunami being low frequency is generated by longest
periods in seismic source ("static momentM0").

• PROBLEM: Most popular measure of seismic source size, sur-
face wav emagnitudeMs , saturates for large earthquakes.

EXTREME

PROBABLE

LOW

NIL

FAR-FIELD
TSUNAMI DANGER

[Geller, 1976]

Ms SATURATES AROUND 8.2



MmMm and TREMORS

[Okal and Talandier, 1989]

• DesignNEW Magnitude Scale,Mm ,
using mantle Rayleigh wav es,
with variablevariable period

• Directly related to seismic momentM0

• All constants justified theoretically

• Incorporate into Detection Algorithms to

AUTOMATE PROCESS

* I mplemented,
Papeete, Tahiti (1991),
PTWC (1999)



ORIGIN of MANTLE MA GNITUDE Mm

• Now possible to make measurement in Fourier space (frequency domain)

• Spectral amplitude of Rayleigh wav econtrolled bySource, Propagation:

X(ω) = a√ π
2

⋅
e

−
ωa∆
2UQ

√  sin∆
⋅

1

U



sR l −1/2 K0 − i qR l 1/2K1 − pR l 3/2 K2



⋅ M0

→→ TheKi depend only on frequency and source depth;

→→ Trigonometric factorssR, qR, pR depend only on the geometry of focal       
mechanism and source-receiver layout.

Conversely, one can extractM0 from

Mm = log10 M0 − 20 = log10 X(ω) + CD + CS + C0

where

• CD =
1

2
log10 sin∆ + log10 e ⋅

aω ∆
2UQ

(distance correction)

• CS is aSource correction which, at each frequency, can be built theoretically by
av eraging the source terms over many geometries and source depths.

• C0 is a locking constant, predicted theoretically (depends only onπ and Earth
radiusa).



TREMORS
Single-Station Algorithm for Automated Detection and

Evaluation of Far-Field Tsunami Risk

Jacques Talandier,  Emile A. Okal, Dominique Reymond, 1991

• Automatic detection of distant earthquake

• Automatic Location of Epicenter

• Automatic computation of the event’s Mantle Magnitude

Mm = log10 X(ω) + CD + CS − 0. 90

from spectral amplitudeX(ω) of surface (Rayleigh) seismic wav es at
the longest possible periods (250 to 300 seconds)

AV OIDS MAGNITUDE SATURATION

• Allows quasi-real time estimation of tsunami risk

• Operational at Laboratoire de Ge´ophysique, Tahiti since 1991.

• Also in use at Pacific Tsunami Warning Center, Ewa Beach; Chile.



RECALL...



T = 55 s; Mm = 8. 78

T = 80 s; Mm = 8. 71

T = 120 s; Mm = 8. 60
T = 150 s; Mm = 8. 55
T = 200 s; Mm = 8. 49× 3

T = 250 s;Mm = 8. 40× 7

TREMORS: EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
Kurile Is. Earthquake, 04 OCT 1994,
Station: TKK (Chuuk, Micronesia)

• Detection: Analyse signal level
compared to previous minute.

• Location :S − P gives distance
(36° or 4000 km).

Geometry ofP wave giv es azimuth.

• Estimate seismic moment

→ Fourier-transform Rayleighwave
(highlighted)

→ At each period, compute
spectral amplitude, correct for
excitation and distance;
obtainMm

→ Conclusion: AverageMm = 8. 60

(M0 = 4 × 1028 dyn-cm).

Harvard solution (obtained later):

M0 = 3 × 1028 dyn-cm (Mm = 8. 48)



TREMORS -- Operational Aspects

• Performance against subsequently published values ofM0

CONFIRMED: A VOIDS SATURATION



TREMORS -- Operational Aspects

• Response Time of TREMORS algorithm

A TREMORS station at an epicentral distance of 15°
can issue a useful warning for a shore located 400 km
from the event.



MMm CAN WORK at SHORT DISTANCES

Tested by Okal and Talandier [1992] down to

∆ = 1. 5° (165 km).



MMm WORKS for GIGANTIC EVENTS

Chile, 1960

Works even on sev erely clipped records obtained on instru-
ments with poor dynamic.

[Okal and Talandier, 1991]



MMm CAN WORK for HISTORICAL EVENTS

Important for reassessment of old events, based on
very sparse datasets.

17 AUGUST 1906 -- Aleutian Islands

Wiechert mechanical seismometer, Strasbourg

Mm = 8. 58; M0 = 3. 8× 1028 dyn*cm



THE INFAMOUS "TSUN AMI EAR THQUAKES"

• A particular class of earthquakes defying seismic source scaling laws.

Their tsunamis are much larger than expected from their seismic magni-
tudes (even Mm).

• Example: Nicaragua, 02 September 1992.

THE EARTHQUAKE WAS NOT FELT AT SOME BEACH COMMUNITIES,

WHICH WERE DESTROYED BY THE WAVE 40 MINUTES LATER

170 killed, all by the tsunami, none by the earthquake

El Transito, NicaraguaEl Popoyo, Nicaragua



"TSUNAMI EAR THQUAKES"

• The Cause: Earthquake has exceedingly slow
rupture process releasing very little energy into
high frequencies felt by humans and contributing
to damage[Tanioka, 1997; Polet and Kanamori,
2000].

• The Challenge: Can we recognize them from
their seismic wav es in [quasi-]real time?

• The Solution: The Θ parameter [Newman and
Okal, 1998] compares the "size" of the earth-
quake in two different frequency bands.

→ Use generalized−P wavetrain (P, pP, sP).

→ Compute Energy Flux at station[Boatwright and

Choy, 1986]

→ IGNORE Focal mechanism and exact depth to
effect source and distance corrections (keep the
"quick and dirty"magnitude" philosophy).

→ Add representative contribution ofS waves.

1994 Jav a
"Tsunami Earthquake"

Station: TAU
(Hobart, Tasmania)



 

→ DefineEstimated Energy, E E

E E = (1 + q)
16

5

[a/g(15;∆)]2

(F est)2
ρ α

ωmax

ωmin

∫ ω2  u(ω) 
2 e ω t* (ω) ⋅ dω

→ Scale to Moment throughΘ = log10
E E

M0

→ Scaling laws predictΘ = −4. 92.

• Tsunami earthquakes characterized by
Deficient Θ (as much as 1.5 units).

Now being implemented at Papeete and PTWC

•
•• Nicaragua, 1992

Java, 1994

Chimbote,
Peru, 1996

.5



EXAMPLE of COMPUT ATION of PARAMETER Θ

JAPAN

RED Events are SLOW (Θ ≤ − 5. 8)

Note that this event had a trend towards being FAST

(Outer ridge event NOT at SUBDUCTION INTERFACE)



PROBLEM with Θ for V ERY L ARGE EVENTS

• The duration of the source (and hence of theP-wave train may be so long that theP
wave interferes with subsequent phases (PP, even S)

Example: Sumatra-AndamanEvent, 26 DEC 2004

Duration of Source: 500 to 600 seconds (8 to 10 minutes)

Station MSEY (Mahé, Seychelles;∆ = 41°).

P

  S



OTHER APROACHES

• MwP [Tsuboi, 1996]

Idea: Try to recover the full moment information from theP
waves which arrive faster than the Rayleigh wav es.

• Note that formula forP waves inv olves

TIME DERIV ATIVE of MOMENT FUNCTION , Ẋ̇X

Idea is to computeTIME INTEGRAL of P wave deformation to
recover X , and hence static momentM0.

Problems: Instrument records velocity, so double integration
needed; noisy at long periods;NOT tested on large earthquakes.



MwpMwp : EXAMPLE of COMPUT ATION

OKUSHIRI, J apan EARTHQUAKE, 12 JULY 1993

Harvard CMT: M0 = 4. 7× 1027M0 = 4. 7× 1027 dyn-cm
Station PFO (∆ = 77. 1°) Station NWAO (∆ = 78. 1°)

Raw
(∼ Velocity)

Raw
(∼ Velocity)

Ground Motion Ground Motion

Integrated
ground motion

Integrated
ground motion

M0 = 5. 3× 1027M0 = 5. 3× 1027 dyn-cm M0 = 3. 3× 1027M0 = 3. 3× 1027 dyn-cm
[J. Hebden, Northwestern Univ., 2006]



M wp

[Tsuboi, 1997]

Other Problems:

• Theory valid only infar-field

Yet, applied undiscriminately in both near- and far-
fields

• Length of window / Frequency band never satisfacto-
rily resolved

• Influence of depth phases / triplications not sorted out

• Operational details of algorithm unresolved

• Performance on large dataset, including tsunami earth-
quakes, not assessed

• Empirical patches for big events (changeα h ??)
unsatisfactory

• In time domain algorithm, instrument response
not flat at long periods



M wp Recent developments                               

• Compilation of Mwp for a dataset of 55 recent events
shows a systematic correlation between slowness
(expressed throughΘ) and theresidual of Mwp with respect
to published moment.

R
esidual 

M
w

p
R

esidual 
M

w
p

→→ This indicates that the standardMwp algorithm suffers
from thesame inadaptation to exceptional events (slow
or gigantic) as other methodologies.

SUMATRA -- 26 DEC 2004

JAVA -- 17 JUL 2006

HAWAII -- 15 OCT 2006

KURILES -- 15 NOV 2006

Θ = log10 [ E E / M0 ]



Σ mbΣ mb: A new, promising development

[Bormann and Wylegalla, 2005]

• Idea: Make standard measurements ofmb but keep adding their contributions
throughout theP wavetrain, as long as enough energy is present.

• Seems to work fine, even for large earthquakes

• Drawbacks: Operational aspects of algorithm
still largelyad hoc.

Lacks theoretical justification.

Same problems asΘ, Mwp (duration of window).



A simple [trivial ?], robust measurement
[Ni et al., 2005]

• Duration of source from High-Frequency (2−4 Hz)

TeleseismicP wavetrain

26 DEC 2004

t = 559 s

28 MAR 2005

t = 177s

DEVELOP ALGORITHM T O MEASURE

HIGH-FREQUENCY P−WAVE DURATION

TONGA, 3 May 2006 — Charter Towers (CTA)

∆ = 37 °

P SPcP PP Rayleigh

ORIGINAL

FILTERED 2 ≤ f ≤ 4 Hz

COMPUTE ENVELOPE

τ 1/3 (at 1/3 Maximum) = 17.3 seconds
τ 1/4 (at 1/4 Maximum) = 26.7 seconds

[Reymond and Okal, 2006]



PRELIMINAR Y DAT ASET (τ 1/3)

52 earthquakes; 1072records

→→ 2004 Sumatra event recognized as very long                 

→→ "Tsunami Earthquakes"    also identified

(τ 1/3 = 167 s;τ 1/4 = 291 s)

(Java, 2006; Nicaragua, 1992)

→→ By contrast, the 2006 Kuriles earthquake is not
found to exhibit slowness.
This confirms its character as weak and late, but
not slow.

SUMATRA 2004

JAVA 2006NICARAGU A 1992

KURILES 2006


